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Introduction

The positive and negative effects of globalization have been widely documented in recent research (Milanovic, 2005). In Thailand, some of these include increasing disease rate, unhealthy lifestyle factors and decreasing quality time with children (Department of Mental Health, 1999). Further, families sometimes tend to use emotion-focused coping and violence to deal with everyday stressors (Archavantikul, 2001). At the macro level, the size of the average family has decreased from 4.4 persons/household in 1990 to 3.5 persons/household in 2002. Divorce is increasing from 4.64 couples/1,000 households in 1996 to 5.39 couples/1,000 households in 2001 and increasing number of female headed households (National Statistical Office, 2003).

Women play several roles in Thai society. They continue to be principally responsible for childcare and housework. In addition, women working outside the homes tend to have the same responsibilities as men in their work contexts. In June 2004, 71% of Thai people surveyed were working outside the homes. So it is likely that a great majority of female workers among these are currently holding positions of power in society (Office of Women's Affairs and Family Development, 2004).

Despite a modest increase in overall status and number of powerful positions, employed Thai women continue to be plagued by work-related stressors and crises. For example, there is also evidence for poor safety conditions for working women. Cases of rape, sexual coercion, threats to women's bodies and lives have been extensively documented in research (Jacobson, 1986; Tofts, 1995 and Chanchamila, 2001). In a clinical case study of 100 women, Kongsakon (2004) found that 92% of women had been sexually harassed, threatened or violated by men in public places or even on the
buses. Women dared not disclose such incidents due to fear of loss of face. This was found to have directly impacted their mental condition and work. Moreover, Thai women are socialized to be patient and not act like men. These crises of life are therefore not immediately resolvable. Recommendations include efforts to increase self-esteem in these women. The need for empowering Thai women thus becomes clear. A first step towards such empowerment is to assess women's own perceptions of their midlife crises.

Therefore, this study seeks to identify women's perception of their crises, their perceptions of the causes of these crises and systematically modeling the relationship between the perceived cause and the observed crises.

Objectives of the research

1. To study perceptions of life crises of married Thai women working outside their homes.
2. To analyze perceived indices of life crises of employed, married Thai women.
3. To build and develop a causal relationship model of life crises of the participants in 3 sectors of work; the government sector, the state enterprise sector and the private sector.
4. To study interactions between personal and societal variables to the overall life crises of married Thai women in all 3 groups.

Data and Methods

This study is a causal relation research using explanatory research methodology. Participants in this study are married Thai women between 35-55 years of age and working outside their homes in the government, state enterprise and private sectors in Bangkok Metropolis and periphery area. The sample consisted of 1,375 married Thai women between 35-55 years of age who have at least 1 child. The sample came from 12 organizations.

The government sector sample group of 367 participants were employed in the Ministries of Education, Transportation and Communication, and Public Health.
The state enterprise sector sample group consisted of 534 participants working in the Communication Authority of Thailand, Metropolitan Electricity Authority, Metropolitan Waterworks Authority, Transportation Department, Housing Authorities of Thailand.

The private sector sample group of 474 participants were employed in the private hospital, immovable property companies, commercial banks and newspapers such as Thai Rath, Bang Muang and the Nation.

The sample was selected by using the rules of proportion of 20:1 between the sample and number of parameters or variables (Wiratchai, 1999). There are 18 observable variables applied in this research and the sample group estimation is 360 participants/group.

**Operational definition of variables**

The 2 proposed latent variables were :- self-perception of life crisis and impact on individual life crisis.

1. **Self-perception of life crisis** refers to participants' perceptions of situation that they view as dangerous or as perceived threat against physical, mental, emotional, self image or life goal. The observable aspects of this latent variable are:
   1.1 Stress indicator feelings of discomfort, disfavor, dissatisfaction, indecisiveness expressed by bodily or emotional imbalance.
   1.2 Emotion oriented coping which is operational as a focus on emotional adjustment and no actual change of situation, adjustment in thinking process and use of mental mechanisms, expressed by emotional control or trying to strong calm.
   1.3 Adaptation refers to participants' satisfaction with living environments, colleagues, relaxation.

2. **Impact on individual life crisis** refers to behaviors toward the family and work that result from stress and disability to cope with the problem, disability to adapt, or to maintain balance resulting in loss of self-esteem and have changed their behavior towards work and family in either a negative and a positive direction. The observable aspects of this latent variable are:

   2.1 Loss of self-esteem where the participant knows that she is unable to cope with problem, but is unable to adapt herself to suitably overcome the crisis resulting in dissatisfaction and negative feeling about herself and lose her motivation to face her current challenges.
2.2 Violence towards self and others or a tendency to engage in verbal or bodily aggressively or act dangerously towards herself and others.

2.3 Impact on work refers to the extent to which work low effectiveness is reduced due to boredom, bodily or mental exhaustion.

These latent variables are further classified into 4 factors:-

1. **Personal factor** refers to participants’ personality characteristic and perceptions of situations in the past that were seen as dangerous or threatening her. These include:

   1.1 Neuroticism refers to sensitive emotion, depression tendency to be easily upset and emotional, stubborn, high excitability and negativity view.

   1.2 Experience in life loss refers to the frequency occurrence of situation that participants perceive to be dangerous to them.

2. **Family factor** refers to perceptions of family members their emotions, love and obligation and warmth. More specifically, these include:

   2.1 Responsibility in family refers to perceptions of the degree to which she is responsible to family members and housework.

   2.2 Marital relationship refers to the feelings toward her spouse eg. perceived extent of warmth, love, closeness and mutuality.

   2.3 Family support refers to perceptions of support from all relatives (other than spouse). It includes mental, emotional, informational and material, such as encouragement, capital and advice in helping to face challenges.

   2.4 Commitment to Buddhism within family refers to participation in religious rites and rituals with family members and shared religious ideologies.

3. **Working factor** refers to perceptions of stressful, threatening and dangerous situation in the work context. Specific aspects of this factor include:

   3.1 Workload refers to the extent to which participants work evaluate their work as requiring much effort, high focus, high responsibility or work overload.

   3.2 Job promotion refers to perceptions of job security, career progress, salary promotion, qualification promotion, development of knowledge and ability and welfare.

   3.3 Job ambiguity refers to the extent of clarity that participants feel in understanding the work context and values, clarity of policy, hierarchic structure, ability of colleagues, job responsibility, fairness in work and resolution of work conflict.

   3.4 Colleague and boss support refers to assistance in work, such as, emotional and social support, material and informational resources from supervisors and colleagues.
4. Urban-society factor refers to specific conditions unique to working in an urban context such as housing, neighborhoods etc. Specifically, these include the following aspects:

4.1 Residential environment refers to perceptions of community where she is residing availability of recreational resources, pollution, security, communication, and crowding.

4.2 Neighbor relationship refers to availability of social and emotional networks within the residential context: mutual friendship among neighbors, lack of violence, lack of conflict.

Theoretical scope of study is summarized in figure 1 below.
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Research hypothesis

1. Personal factors, family factors, working factors and urban-society factors will have independent effects on perceived midlife crises across all groups and within each sample group.

2. Stress, emotion oriented coping and adaptation will be independent indices in the self-perceptions of life crises in this sample.

3. Participants with low family income, high neuroticism, and high responsibility in family will have life crises higher than participants with high family income, low neuroticism and less responsibility in family.

4. Participants from smaller families, high neuroticism and less family support will have higher life crises than participants from larger families, low neuroticism and high family support.

5. Participants with high neuroticism, less family support and less support from colleagues and boss will have higher life crises than participants with low neuroticism, high family support and high support from colleagues and boss.

6. Participants with high neuroticism, low commitment to Buddhism within family and high ambiguity work will have higher life crises than participants with low neuroticism, high commitment to Buddhism within family and low ambiguity work.

7. Participants who spend less time cohabiting with husband, perceive low quality of marital relationship and low neighbor relationship will have life crises higher than participants who spend more time cohabiting with their husbands, high quality of marital relationship and high neighbor relationship.
Figure 2
The hypothesized causal relationship model of midlife crisis in Thai women
Research procedures and Measures

The procedures included interviews of professional specialists and experts in the field. The interviews focused on obtaining qualitative information on the meaning of underlying factors of life crises of the participants. A 244 item questionnaire with 6 subscales (overall Cronbach’s alpha = 0.7646-0.9531) was also administered. The 6 subscales were:

1. Demographic, personality and experience in life loss: 33 items total, consisting of demographic information 10 items, neurotic personality 11 items, (reliability of 0.8529) and experience in life loss 12 items (reliability of 0.8501).

2. Perception and behavior in family: 52 items total, consisting of responsibility in family 9 items, marital relationship 15 items, family support 15 items and commitment to Buddhism within family 13 items (reliabilities 0.8376, 0.9441, 0.9531 and 0.9034 respectively).

3. Perception and behavior in working: 49 items total, consisting of workload 14 items, job promotion 11 items, job ambiguity 11 items and colleague and boss support 13 items (reliabilities 0.8362, 0.8727, 0.8897 and 0.9017 respectively).

4. Perception to life in urban-society: 19 items total, consisting of residential environment 10 items and neighbor relationship 9 items (reliabilities 0.8971 and 0.9085 respectively).

5. Self-perception of life crisis: 42 items total, consisting of stress 17 items, emotion oriented coping 10 items and adaptation 15 items (reliabilities 0.9296, 0.7646 and 0.8710 respectively).

6. Impact on individual life crisis: 49 items total, consisting of loss of self-esteem 17 items, impact on work 12 items and violence towards self and others 20 items (reliabilities 0.9309, 0.8497 and 0.9111 respectively).

Statistics used in data analysis

The interviews were analyzed using thematic and content analysis. The questionnaires were analyzed using standard LISREL analysis techniques (P-value, df, RMR, RMSEA, GFI, CFI) and other parameter and nonparametric statistics (three way-ANOVA, descriptive statistics).
Results

Results from the study revealed the direct and indirect relationships among the latent variables.

Overall results for the all groups.

Figure 3 indicates the path of influence of the 4 independent variables (personal factors, working factors, family factors and urban-society factors) on the 2 dependent variables (self-perception of life crisis and impact on individual life crisis).

Overall, the direct effects on self-perception of life crisis were from working factors and urban-society factors. Personal and family factors had indirect effects on self-perception of life crisis. None of the independent variables had a direct effect on impact on individual life crisis. Urban-society factors influenced family factors.

Results within the government sector.

Figure 4 indicates that the direct effects on self-perception of life crisis were from working factors and urban-society factors. Personal and family factors had indirect effects on self-perception of life crisis. None of the independent variables had a direct effect on impact on individual life crisis.

Results within the state enterprise sector.

Figure 5 indicates that the direct effects on self-perception of life crisis were from family factors and working factors. Personal, family, and urban-society factors had indirect effects on self-perception of life crisis. Personal factors had a direct effect on impact on individual life crisis.

Results within the private sector.

Figure 6 indicates that the direct effects on self-perception of life crisis were from family factors and working factors. Personal, family, and urban-society factors had indirect effects on self-perception of life crisis. Personal factors had a direct effect on impact on individual life crisis.
Figure 3
Overall results from the model of midlife crisis across all groups
Figure 4
Causal relationship model of midlife crisis in the sample from the government sector
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Figure 5
Causal relationship model of midlife crisis in the sample from the state enterprise sector
Figure 6
Causal relationship model of midlife crisis in the sample from the private sector
Summary of Results

1. All 4 factors, namely, personal, family, working and urban-society have direct and indirect influences on 2 dependent variables, namely, perception of life crisis and impact on individual life crisis. Thus, the hypothesis 1 was supported.

2. Stress (13%), emotion oriented coping (95%), and adaptation (99%) emerged as indices to measure dependent variable 1, life crisis. Loss of self-esteem, impact on work and violence toward self and others were found to have high percentage of prediction of dependent variable 2, impact on individual life crisis (79%, 75% and 81% respectively). Thus, the hypothesis 2 was supported.

3. Results indicate that the hypothesized model is consistent with the data of all 3 sample groups. For dependent variable 1, crisis, the model accounts for 89% of overall groups, 95% of the variance in the government sector group, 84% in the state-enterprise sector group, and 80% in the private sector group. For dependent variable 2, impact on individual life crisis, the model accounts for 69%, 46%, 92%, and 62% respectively, which is consistent with the hypothesis 1.

4. The causal relationship model of overall is moderately consistent with the hypothesis model indicated by the values of chi-square = 1393.15, p-value = 0.00, df = 54, GFI = 0.90, AGFI = 0.68, CFI = 0.95, RMR = 0.15 and RMSEA = 0.13.

5. The data from the government sector are moderately consistent with the hypothesis model as indicated by the values of chi-square = 954.91, p-value = 0.00, df = 10, GFI = 0.78, AGFI = 0.63, CFI = 0.88, RMR = 0.098 and RMSEA = 0.150.

6. The data from the state enterprise sector are again moderately consistent with the hypothesis model as indicated by the values of chi-square = 1029.92, p-value = 0.00, df = 106, GFI = 0.82, AGFI = 0.71, CFI = 0.91, RMR = 0.13 and RMSEA = 0.12.

7. The data from the private sector are moderately consistent with hypothesis model as indicated by the values of chi-square = 1165.92, p-value = 0.00, df = 103, GFI = 0.79, AGFI = 0.64, CFI = 0.87, RMR = 0.19 and RMSEA = 0.14.

8. High neuroticism found to have an impact on life crises when:
   a) families had lower income
   b) lower family support
   c) lower commitment to Buddhism within family
   d) lower colleague and boss support
   e) higher job ambiguity
   f) fewer family members
9. Surprisingly, ANOVA indicated that lower cohabitation period with husband \( (F=0.047, P=0.828, N=1,375) \) was not significantly related to perceived crises. Thus hypothesis 7 was not supported. However, perceived lower marital relationships and lower neighbor relationships \( (F = 10.459, p<0.001, N=1,375) \) had an impact on to perceived crises.

**Discussion**

The independent variables in the causal model were found to have both direct and indirect influences on overall perception of life crisis. In the government sector, we found that only *urban-society factors* and *working factors* have direct influences on life crisis (high levels of -0.25 and 0.77 respectively). In other words, the women in the sample perceived that their crises mainly strayed from inferior neighbor relationships, residing in unfavorable communities, having too much work load, lack of job promotion, job ambiguity and less colleague and boss support. In the state enterprise and the private sectors results suggest that *family factors* and *working factors* have direct influence on perceived of life crisis (high levels at 0.37 and 0.56 respectively in group of women working in the state enterprise) and (0.82 and 0.32 respectively in group of women working in the private sector). These results echo data from Muscess and Conger (Muscess and Conger, cited in Stinui, 2002:73) about family background. Their research found that the happy families support their efficiency of work and lowered perceived crises. In addition, our data support Piphatyothropong (2001:102)'s study on the life-satisfaction of married bank employees. Data from this study suggested that dual roles as employee and spouse contributed to increased conflict about working. Similarly, in a study of nurses, Kreethong (Kreethong, cited in Wongnakhon, 2003:9) argued that married nurses perceived higher quality of life when employed than single nurses, probably due to social support from their spouses assist in stress reduction. Florence, Lutzen and Alexius (Florence, Lutzen and Alexius, cited in Pongamphai, 2003:60-62) found that women who had been supported by their families were better able to cope with problems and adapt to stress than women who had not been supported by their families.

In addition, upon consideration the influence in term of causal relation of life crisis, it is found that *family factors* have higher overall impact on perceived crises than other factors (0.72, 0.88 and 0.93 respectively). Family factors are directly influenced by personal factors as measured by neuroticism and experience in life loss in the past. Both variables are formal mental characteristics of individuals. This finding supports Julgathappa (1991:11)'s research that indicates stability of personality as
being a significant factor in coping with stress related to work. For experience in life loss in the past, Fuller and Schaller (Fuller and Schaller, cited in Kotpratham, 2003:25) contend that individuals who have had past experience to solve problems shall successfully cope with problems in the present due to increased self-confidence and self-esteem. In our study, urban society factors also directly influenced working factors both in the state enterprise and private sectors. Our data again support studies indicating that working environment and residential environment that are too narrow, unsafe, noisy, improper public utilities, no rest area, no good relations with neighbors are all causes of working stress (Sornprasit, 2001:128; Boonlham, 2000 and Pol-asra, 2000:53-56).

The correlations between high neuroticism and responsibility in family, less family support and less colleague and boss support shall impact higher life crisis which supports hypotheses 4 to 6. The multidimensional nature of workplace-stress is captured by our findings: While personality factors such as neuroticism were identified as accelerating stress when faced with unfavorable situations Eysenck (1970:59-60), and stable personalites have negative relation with stress (Chajandee, 1998:117), our model suggests that personality factors alone do not play a significant role in perception of crises. Like Chanpuelkka (1994:34)'s study that indicates that neuroticism is usually related to limited social participation, our study suggests that personality factors may also co-exist with limited life satisfaction, lack of support from family and work contexts. Good relationships with colleagues is seen as a key ingredient in lowering stress in work (Phrayai, 2004: 61-64; Mansawathapalbool, 2004: 69 and Phaertuan, 2000:123-124). Again, several studies argue that a person who is well supported by family can reduce stress, is better able to cope with problems and shows greater self-adaptation than persons lacking in such support (Pipatanayotapong, 2001:102; Sawadeemongkol, 2004:60; Kusuma Na Ayutthaya and Somnarin, 1997:20; Shek, 1995: 45-56 and Florence, Lutzen and Alexius, 1994:266-273).

High neuroticism, low commitment to Buddhism within family and high job ambiguity influenced the life crisis. The results again support the hypothesis. Aspects of commitment to Buddhism include regular visits to Buddhist temples, meditation participation in situations and activities. Such activities inherently promote stress reduction through increased health benefits through social support. Some persons usually use Buddhism practice to reduce their stress and use emotion oriented coping in problem-solving. Lazarus and Folkman (1984:141-225) argued that women typically use such methods to cope with stress as a way to reduce stress without change in actual
situation, use mental mechanisms to change new meaning of situation. Our survey data on coping and management of crisis indicate that most Thai women groups used emotion oriented coping by behavioral methods, such as, exercise, tour and recreation, watching movies or listening to music, etc. Second on our list is using Buddhism practice to calm down by meditation, prayer, visiting temples to practice Dharma, reading Dharma books and avoiding thinking about serious problems, etc. Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that several factors outlined in our study may present a complex cocktail of causes in the perception of crises.

Surprisingly and contrary to our hypothesis. There was no systematic relationship between low duration of cohabitation period and perceived crises. This may be due to the fact that women perceive quality of relationship as being more than actual duration. In other words, prolonged cohabitation does not necessary translate into good marital relationships. According to the women in our sample. These findings that favor quality rather than duration of marriage, good neighbors and friends find support in other studies that show. Friendships with others, good family relationships, low conflict within family, good relationships with colleagues the determination fight are significant variable in work-family balance (Srinui, 2002:73; Pipattanayotapong, 2001:102 and Srissok, 1999:131).

**Recommendation**

1. A key implication of all findings is that women perceive a) a good working atmosphere (defined as good colleagues and a good boss, good working relationships), b) familial support (defined as support of extended family members, a good quality of marital interaction rather than duration), c) high commitment to spirituality (defined as engaging in Buddhist practices and to enhance a sense of calm) d) urban society factors as key to crisis reduction. Therefore, in assisting women and providing help with crisis-management, we suggest that personnel departments in work contexts pay more interest and encourage, support and provide clear details of work assignments, assign appropriate and situation-sensitive workload, accounting for dual roles of family and work, and provide assistance either in the form of flex-time working arrangements or specific financial compensations (eg. maid-assistance, nanny and sitter-allowances etc.), or a combination of such factors. In addition, the government should establish specific government departments to provide consultation and suggestions specifically targeting midlife crises of women.
2. It is interesting to note that social support appears to be defined by the women in our sample on a broader spectrum than merely increased time with spouse: a more global view of crisis management. This finding merits further investigation on how some other aspects (quality of relationships, division of labor, financial support, and social support networks, to name a few) might impact perception and management of midlife crises.

3. Since the women in our sample emphasize the importance of spirituality in their mental health and emotional well-being, we contend that the work contexts could benefit greatly from increasing the use of such program and training sessions.

4. Other variables that may impact crises include responsibility in families, financial problems, boredom, emotional exhaustion, conflict in work and family, pressure from family, expectation in work, good physical and mental health. It is our hope that these factors will be increasingly incorporated in a gender-sensitive fashion, as employers in all three sectors design programs for the well-being of their employees.
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